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Abstract
Parallel Programming Systems based on the Distributed Shared Memory technique has been
promoted as easy to program, natural and equivalent to multiprocessor systems. However, most
programmers find this is not the case. The shared memory in DSM systems do not have the same
access and sharing semantics as shared memory in real multiprocessor systems (shared memory
multiprocessors). We present a scheme, which has been implemented as a part of the Chime Par-
allel Processing system, that provides, true shared-memory multiprocessor semantics in a
distributed system. Programs are written as parallel programs with constructs for parallel for-
loop and parallel compound statement. A runtime system (middleware) provides the above fea-
tures using a unique multithreaded architecture. In addition to providing the stack sharing
support, the runtime system is able to provide nested parallelism, task synchronization, load bal-
ancing and fault tolerance. The software is available at http://milan.eas.asu.edu.
Keywords: Parallel Processing, Workstation Clusters.

1. Introduction
Shared memory multiprocessors are regarded as
the most “programmer-friendly” platform for
writing parallel programs. These platforms sup-
port a variety of parallel processing languages
that provide constructs for expressing shared data,
parallelism, synchronization and so on. However,
the cost and lack of scalability and upgradability
of shared memory multiprocessor machines, make
them a less than perfect platform. Distributed
Shared Memory (DSM) has been promoted as the
solution that makes a network of computers look
like a shared memory machine. This approach is
supposedly more natural than the message passing
method used in PVM [GBD+94] and MPI
[GLS94].

However, most programmers find this is not
the case. The shared memory in DSM systems do

not have the same access and sharing semantics as
shared memory on shared memory multi-
processors. For example, only a designated part of
the process address space is shared, linguistic no-
tions of global and local variables do not work
intuitively, parallel functions cannot be nested
and so on.

Chime is the first system that provides a true
shared memory multiprocessor environment on a
network of machines. It achieves this by imple-
menting the CC++ [CK92] language (shared
memory part) on a distributed system. In addition
to shared memory, parallelism and synchroniza-
tion features of CC++, Chime also provides fault-
tolerance and load balancing [Sar97, Das97].

2. Related Work
Shared memory parallel processing in distributed
systems is limited to a handful of DSM systems
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that provide quite similar functions (Midway
[BZS93], Quarks [Kha96], TreadMarks
[ACD+96], Munin [Car95]). DSM systems do not
provide a uniform view of memory i.e. some
global memory is shared, but not the other. In ad-
dition, the parallel tasks execute in an isolated
context; i.e. they do not have access to variables
defined in the parent’s context. Moreover, a par-
allel task cannot call a function that has an
embedded parallel step (nesting of parallelism is
not allowed).

The Calypso system [BDK95, Cal96,
MSD97] adds fault tolerance and load balancing
to the DSM concept, but suffers from the lack of
nesting and the lack of synchronization (except
barrier synchronization).

Other systems provide hybrid programming
environments. A mixture of constructs is used for
expressing serial execution and parallel execution
in Linda [CG89] and GLU [JF92]. CC++ is a hy-
brid programming language that supports two
kinds of programming paradigm—the shared
memory paradigm and the distributed memory
paradigm. The same program can use both con-
structs there by making design development and
debugging difficult. The shared memory con-
structs work on multiprocessors and the
distributed memory constructs work on the net-
work. In our research, we discovered techniques
to make the shared memory constructs of CC++
work on a network.

3. Chime
 In this paper we describe the runtime system sup-
port in general and the support for distributed
cactus stack in specific, in the implementation of
the Chime parallel processing system. Chime is a
shared-memory based distributed parallel proc-
essing system that provides:
• True multi-processor shared-memory seman-

tics on a network of workstations: It provides
programmers with single uniform view of
memory and hides the details of data parti-
tioning and data distribution.

• Block structured scoping of variables and
non-isolated distributed parallel execution:
The block structured scoping of variables is
provided by implementing a distributed cac-
tus stack. Unlike most “distributed” parallel

processing systems, the parallel statements
start their execution from within the context
of the function that executes them.

• Support for nested parallelism. The nesting
can either be linguistic (i.e. a parallel con-
struct contains a nested parallel construct) or
at runtime (i.e. a statement inside a parallel
construct calls a function that has an embed-
ded parallel construct).

• A large degree of fault isolation and load bal-
ancing, with no programmer intervention. All
but one of the machines participating in a
computation can fail and possibly recover at
any time without affecting the correctness of
the computation. Chime also automatically
distributes the workload among the available
machines such that faster machines do more
work compared to slower machines. Unlike
most other fault-tolerant systems, there is no
additional cost associated with these features
in the absence of failures. (The implementa-
tion of fault-tolerance and load balancing is
beyond the scope of this paper).

• Inter-task synchronization is supported using
single assignment variables. (The implemen-
tation of synchronization mechanism is
beyond the scope of this paper).
Chime provides a programming interface that

is based on the Compositional C++ or CC++
[CK92] language definition. In Chime, a pro-
grammer develops applications for a shared
memory multiprocessor model, which are then
pre-processed into C++ programs. Consider the
following parallel program:
#include <iostream.h>
#include "chime.h"

#define N 1024
int GlobalArray[N];

 void AssignArray(int from, to){
  if (from != to)
    par{
      AssignArray(from, (from+to)/2);
      AssignArray((from+to)/2+1, to);
    }
  else GlobalArray[from] = 0;
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
       AssignArray (0, N-1)
}
 

 The above program defines a global (shared) ar-
ray called GlobalArray, containing 1024

 The two statements in the
block are executed in parallel
on remote machines
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integers. Then it assigns the global array using a
recursive parallel function called AssignAr-
ray. The AssignArray function uses a "par"
statement. The par statement executes the list of
statements within its scope in parallel, thus call-
ing two instances of AssignArray in parallel. Each
instance calls two more instances, and this recur-
sion stops when 1024 leaf instances are running.
 The above program (and ones that are more com-
plex) runs without any modifications, on a
network of workstations under the Chime Parallel
Processing system. Other DSM systems cannot
execute the above program for some of the fol-
lowing reasons:
• The parallel tasks start their execution from

within the context of the parent task.
• Siblings of the task share the global variables,

and any local variables defined before the
scope of a parallel task starts.

• The program has a variable degree of paral-
lelism, due to its nesting of parallel
statements.

Chime can execute the above program by first
pre-processing it to C++, compiling and linking
the resulting program with the Chime runtime
library. The compiled programs are executed by
the runtime system, on a virtual machine, imple-
mented on a distributed network. This approach
not only provides the programmer with a com-
pletely transparent distributed shared memory
combined with traditional block structured pro-
gramming, but it also allows transparent
utilization of unreliable shared resources available
over the network. The resource utilization and
handling of unreliable computing resources is
provided by dynamic load balancing and fault
tolerance features. Measurements show that there
is almost no additional overhead for these features
[MSD97, Sar97]. Chime has been implemented in
C++, using Microsoft Visual C++ 4.2 and was
developed on Pentium-based machines running
Windows NT 4.0.

4. Distributed Cactus Stacks
When different nested parallel tasks start their
execution from within the context of their parent
task on different workstations, they create a Dis-
tributed Cactus Stack. A cactus stack
conceptually, grows from the initial parent stack

and bifurcates into multiple different branches,
which vary depending upon the control flow of
the parallel tasks. All the parallel tasks share the
initial common stack but have their own,
branched stack after the beginning of the parallel
task.

Each parallel task inherits its parent task’s
stack and grows it further based on its own exe-
cution, which may be different from its sibling
parallel tasks. All the siblings that have same par-
ent task share the activation record for their
parent task and can perform updates. Chime run-
time system implements the distributed cactus
stack and provides sharing of the above data
transparently. This enables the programmer to use
traditional block structured scoping of variables
to exploit nested parallelism in a multi-processor
like shared memory, parallel processing environ-
ment on a network of workstation.

Consider the following program fragment:

01  foo ( . . . ) {
02  int x = 10;
03  parfor (int index=1;
            index <=5, index++)
04     incNprint(x,index);
05  }
06
07  incNprint(int &x, int z){
08  int y = 0;
09     par {
10       y = x + z;
11       cout << y << endl;
12     }
13  }

The par and parfor statements are key-
words in CC++. The parfor statement allows
data-parallel executions by running each iteration
of the loop as a separate concurrent thread. The
par statement allows task parallel executions by
running each statement in a par block as a sepa-
rate thread.

In the above program, the variable x is de-
fined in line 02, and hence it is shared by all tasks
running in the foo routine, even though it is not a
globally declared variable. It must be noted that
the variable is accessible to parallel tasks running
on remote machines. The variable y defined in
line 08 is shared by the pair of sibling par tasks,
which are children of one of the tasks running a
particular index value (of the parfor statement).
Each task in the parfor statement has a private,
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pre-initialized copy of the index, but the index is
shared by all the subtasks of each parfor task.

Thus, the above program generates 10 tasks,
in addition to the parent. Moreover, 5 integers are
printed, some values are 0  (when the print runs
before the assignment) and some are the numbers
from 11 to 15. Note: this program actually vio-
lates the memory usage guidelines of CC++ and
hence the execution results are implementation
dependent.

The program above, at execution time, builds
a stack, which conceptually looks like the figure
below:

cout<<y<<endl;

y = x + z;

cout

incNprint

foo

As stated earlier, the Chime runtime system
implements the distributed cactus stack transpar-
ently for the application. When a parallel task
starts its execution on a remote workstation the
runtime system gets the stack of the parent task
and sets up the stack for this task. The runtime
system is also responsible for maintaining the
distributed cactus stack as it grows and shrinks.
After completion of the parallel tasks, the runtime
system collects all the updates transparently. It
also sends all the stack updates back to the parent
task once the execution of the parallel sub-task is
complete.

The semantics of accessing shared variables
in Chime is the same as that in CC++, i.e. concur-
rent read exclusive write (CREW). Thus, any two
parallel tasks can read value from a same location
concurrently but if a parallel task writes to loca-
tion no other parallel task should read value from
or write to the location. The granularity of mem-
ory updates is a byte.

5. Chime Architecture
A program written in CC+ is preprocessed to
convert it to C++ and compiled. Then it is linked
with the Chime runtime library and a single ex-
ecutable file is generated. This executable is
executed on a network of machines (or worksta-
tions). One of the workstations is designated as
the manager and the rest as workers. All run the
same executable.

A program starts on the manager. When the
program reaches a parallel construct, parallel
tasks are generated and are allocated by the man-
ager to the waiting workers. During the execution
of the parallel step, the manager does scheduling
and allocation of parallel tasks, as well as memory
management.

Workers pick up task assignments from the
manager. Then they execute the tasks and notify
the manager on termination of the task. Workers
access shared memory using page faults, as in any
page-based DSM system. The manager services
all requests for reading and writing memory.

The manager process consists of two threads,
called the application thread and the control
thread. The application thread executes the code
programmed by the programmer. The control
thread executes, exclusively, the code provided by
the Chime library. Hence, the application thread
runs the program and the control thread runs the
management routines, such as scheduling, mem-
ory service, stack management, synchronization
handling and so on.

Similarly, the worker process also consists of
two threads - the application thread and the con-
trol thread. The application thread in the worker
and manager are identical. However, the control
threads are not. The control thread in the worker
is the client of the control thread in the manager;
i.e. it requests work from the manager and re-
trieves data pages from the manager.

5.1 Preprocessing Parallel Statements

Consider the following parallel statement:

parfor ( int i=0; i<100; i++) {
     a[i] = 0;
};
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The above statement creates 100 tasks, each
task assigning one element of the array a. The
array a is defined somewhere within the scope of
the parfor statement (could be global, or could
be local).
The preprocessor converts the above statement to
something along the following lines:

1.  for ( int i=0; i<100;i++){
2.     add task entry and &i
       in the scheduling table;
    }
3.  SaveContext of this thread;
4.  if worker { {
       a[i] = 0;
       };
5.     terminate task;
    }
6.  else
7.     suspend this thread and
       request manager to
       schedule threads till
       all tasks completed;

The above code may execute in the manager
(top level parallelism) or the worker (nested par-
allelism). Assume the above code executes in the
manager. Then the application thread of the man-
ager executes the code. Lines 1 and 2 create 100
entries in the scheduling table, one per parallel
task. Then line 3 saves the context of the parent
task, including the parent stack. Then the parent
moves to line 7 and this causes the application
thread to transfer control to the control thread.

The control thread at this point waits for task
assignment requests from the control thread of
workers. When a worker requests a task, the man-
ager control thread sends the stored context and
the index value of i for a particular task to the
worker.
The control thread in the worker installs the re-
ceived context and the stack on the application
thread in the worker and resumes the application
thread. This thread now starts executing at line 4.
Note that now the worker is executing at line 4,
and hence does one iteration of the loop and ter-
minates. Upon termination, the worker control
thread regains control, flushes the updated mem-
ory to the manager and asks the manger for a new
assignment.

5.2 Scheduling
The controlling thread at the manager is also re-
sponsible for task assignment, or scheduling. The
manager uses a scheduling algorithm that takes
care of task allocation to the workers as well as
scheduling of nested parallel tasks in correct or-
der. Nested parallel tasks in an application form a
DAG as shown in the figure below.

Parent

Siblings

Continuation

 {

A DAG for a nested parallel step.

Each nested parallel step consists of several
parallel tasks, which are called siblings. It also
has a parent task and a continuation that must be
executed, once the nested parallel step has been
completed. A continuation is an object that fully
describes a future computation. It represents the
remaining execution of the parent parallel task
that must be resumed after the nested parallel step
has been completed. To complicate the scenario, a
continuation may itself have nested parallel
step(s).

The manager maintains an execution depend-
ency graph to capture the dependencies between
the parallel tasks and schedules them and their
corresponding continuations in correct order. The
allocation of tasks to the workers is done by ea-
ger-scheduling [DKR95, BDK95] which
replicates computations in a non-conventional
fashion whenever, more than required computa-
tional resources are available. To ensure
correctness in eager scheduled computations, the
execution uses TIES (two-phase idempotent exe-
cution strategy) [BDK95] for memory
management. This has two benefits: First, it pro-
vides fault tolerance for free as any worker may
fail during the execution of a parallel task, with-
out affecting the computation at all. Second, it
also provides load-balancing for free as fast
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workers do not wait for slow workers and do
more work. Actually, this also speeds up the
overall computation as fast workers do not wait
for slow workers to finish the work. And the cou-
pling of eager scheduling with TIES provides a
very efficient distributed execution scheme
[BDK95, MSD97]2

5.3 Managing Cactus Stacks
The management of cactus stacks happens in an
integrated fashion, along with the task scheduling
and task instantiation methods outlined above.
For top level nesting, the manager process is sus-
pended at a point in execution where its stack and
context should be inherited by all the children
threads. When a worker starts up, the worker is
sent the contents of the manager’s stack along
with the context (i.e. register values, program
counter and so on). The controlling thread of the
worker process then installs this context as well
as the stack, and starts the application thread,
which of course finds itself automatically exe-
cuting at the statement the manager, was
suspended. After the thread is completed, the up-
dates are sent back and applied to the manager’s
global state and the manager’s stack.

However, if a worker executes a nested par-
allel step, the same code as the above case is used,
but the runtime system behaves slightly differ-
ently. The worker, after generating the nested
parallel jobs, invokes a routine that adds the jobs
and the continuation of the parent job to the man-
ager's job table, remotely. The worker suspends
and the controlling thread in the worker, sends the
worker’s complete context, including the newly
grown stack, to the manager. Thus, when the
manager creates the subtasks on more workers, it
sends the state of the worker that created the
threads. This leads to the proper growth of the
cactus stack.

The stack for a nested parallel task, there-
fore, is constructed by writing the stack segments
of its ancestors onto the stack of a worker’s appli-
cation thread. In order to reconstruct this stack

                                                     
2 Eager Scheduling and TIES form the basis of

our fault-tolerance and load balancing mechanism.
Complete description of these mechanisms is beyond
the scope of this paper.

successfully, the task table entry of each nested
parallel task must also contain a set of stack
pointers that represent the location where these
stack segments must be placed.

Upon completion, the local portion of the
stack for a nested parallel task is unwound leaving
only those portions that represent its ancestors.
This portion of the stack is then XOR’ed with its
unmodified shadow and the result, which contains
only modifications, is returned to the manager. In
the manager, the stack pointers associated with
the task are then again examined to determine
which portions of the returned stack are associ-
ated with each ancestor. These portions are then
XOR’ed with the stack segments that are associ-
ated with each of nested parallel task’s ancestors.

6. Performance
Many performance tests have been done on
Chime[Sar97], including its prowess in speedups,
load balancing and failure management. Here we
present the speedup tests and the overhead meas-
urements of the cactus-stack management
routines.

The performance tests used five Pentium Pro
200MHz (P-200) machines, with 32Mbytes of
memory, running Windows NT 4.0 connected via
a  100Mbit/sec Ethernet. The timings in all tests
were done with a real, physical stopwatch and not
system times, or user times or any such measures.
Thus they are real “wallclock” times.

6.1 Speedup Test
A Ray Tracing program was first written as a se-
quential version, that is a real proper sequential
program with no Chime embellishments. The par-
allel Ray Trace Chime program was written with
two parallel steps and 40 tasks per parallel step).
The program was used for the “speedup test” and
the sequential execution was used as  the base
case.
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Speedup of Ray Tracing
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 The parallel program was run on one P-200 with
manager and worker running on the same ma-
chine. The execution took 639 seconds. The extra
55 seconds accounted for all overhead (network-
ing, memory copying, recreating context,
scheduling and so on.). The figure above shows
the performance results for a maximum of five P-
200 machines.

Note that the speedups obtained are com-
petitive to other parallel processing systems such
as PVM, TreadMarks and Quarks. This is in spite
of Chime providing support for shared memory,
distributed cactus stack, non-isolated remote exe-
cution, fault tolerance and load balancing.

6.2 Cactus-Stack Overhead
Now we present the cactus-stack overhead meas-
urements of the management routines. To test the
performance we used the AssignArray routine
shown in Section 2 of this paper. We ran this rou-
tine on a varying set of machines and observed
the total runtime of the program.

Perfomance of Nested Thread Creation
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As can be seen from the program code, a
1024 element array is initialized, by using 1024
parallel tasks at the leaf level. Thus there are a

total of 3068 tasks that are created and destroyed.
For each task, a remote execution is started, a
context and stack is loaded and then the task is
terminated by going though the code for sending
back updates (global updates happen in this case).

Thus, a total time of 409 seconds
(133ms/task) is spent if a one worker and one
manager are run on one single machine. As we
add more machines, the time taken drops to about
230 seconds (about 74ms/task). This is about the
lowest we reach, as this is the point where the
central manager saturates at creating jobs, trans-
mitting and receiving data and performing
management chores. Note that the saturation point
is only five workers, as each worker is doing no
work, but requiring constant manager attention.

Given an overhead of about 70ms per task
creation, including all overheads, including some
rudimentary data transfer, we feel is a good per-
formance number and is competitive to other
DSM system that do not support much of the
features of Chime. In addition, other tests of
speedup and fault-tolerance also show respectable
performance qualities of Chime.

7. Conclusions
The use of a distributed cactus stack in Chime
allows us to provide runitme support for multi-
processor languages on a distributed system.
While Chime is built around the CC++ langauge,
these techniques are applicable to any langauge
supporting block-structure, shared memory and
parallel statements.

The performance results show that adding
scoping of variables via the cactus stack imple-
mentation is feasible from a performance
standpoint, in a distributed system..
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